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EDITORIAL
Death knoll for block parties
small price for civil liberties.

Tuesday
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Bowling Green, Ohio

BG basketball flys past Israel in
exhibition victory

The BG News
&s=zAn Independent Student Voice for 70 Years s=s=ss

BRIEFLY
Campus
Schedule released:
Food Operations'
Thanksgiving Recess
schedule is —
■Tuesday, Nov. 20 — All
facilities close at 6:00 p.m.
■Sunday, Nov. 25 —
Harshman and McDonald
dining halls open from 4-6
p.m.
■Monday, Nov. 26 —All
facilities open regular
hours.

People
Gone, Grammy, gone:
The band Milli Vanilli was
stripped of its Grammy Award on Monday because
other singers substituted for
the pop duo on the bestselling "Girl, You Know It's
True'ralbum.
It's the first time in the
34-year history of Grammys
that an award had been taken away.
The attorney representing
Pilatus and Morvan said the
pair already had planned to
surrender the Grammy.

Soviets, U.S. sign end Reduced revenues
to Cold War hostilities mean cutbacks at
by Tom Raum
Associated Press writer

PARIS — Leaders of 34 nations
on Tuesday toasted the end of
Cold War rivalries in a celebration tarnished by discussions of
possible military moves in the
Middle East.
President Bush and Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev met
privately and emerged with "a
conceptual agreement that force
cannot be ruled out," the White
House said.
In capping a long-awaited EastWest agreement to reduce forces
and troop levels in Europe,
President Bush said the treaties
and testimonials of Paris cannot
endure "if the rule of law is
shamelessly disregarded elsewhere."
Bush met with Gorbachev for a
late dinner that focused in large
part on the possible use of military force to oust Iraq from Kuwait.
Behind the scenes, Bush was
seeking support for a U.N. resolution authorizing military force to
drive Iraq from Kuwait. The Soviets have stopped short of any

"What a long way the
world has come."
--Mikhail Gorbachev,
such endorsement; instead, Gorbachev arrived here emphasizing
his hopes for a peaceful solution.
"We are united on this issue,"
White House spokesperson Marlin Fitzwater told reporters in a
joint briefing with Gorbachev's
new spokesperson, Vitaly Ignatenko. "We have a conceptual
agreement that force cannot be
ruled out."
"It is time to discuss this matter further in the United Nations
Security Council," Fitzwater
said. "We continue consultations
with our friends and allies on this
issue and we will continue to work
with them in the security council
framework."
Fitzwater said the leaders discussed the circumstances that
might prompt a military
offensive against Iraq, but added,
"We simply have not reached the
point of decision yet."
Reacting to reports that Iraq
was nearly doubling its forces in

occupied Kuwait, Fitzwater said
it was "another instance of him
(Saddam) thumbing his nose at
the United nations."
In the ornate French presidential residence, the Elysee
Palace, leaders of 16 NATO
members and the remaining six
Warsaw Pact nations put their
signatures on two treaties — one
making sweeping cuts in nonnuclear arms throughout Europe
and the other pledging nonaggression toward one another.
Then, the 22 representatives of
the two military alliances joined
leaders of neutral and unaligned
countries to begin an unprecedented 34-nation summit on the future of Europe.

Ohio universities

Fluctuating income tax revenues are responsible for the
state's $262.4 million dollar deficit. Gov. Richard Celeste has
TOLEDO — Ohio Board of Re- placed higher education funding
gents Chancellor Elaine Hairston on a list of areas in which he may
fueled speculation Friday that reduce funding.
September's tax revenues were
state colleges and universities
placed at $30 million less than
will be facing budget cuts.
Hairston, speaking at the re- projected, while October's ingents' monthly meeting, said she come was $17 million more than
has warned Onio college and uni- expected.
However, Hairston refused to
versity presidents to be prudent
with spending to prepare for pos- blame the state for excessively
high
revenue projections.
sible cutbacks.
r
'The economy of any state is
"[A budget cut] is very likely,"
she said. "Where they will come cyclical and we've been without a
and when they will come is recession for eight years," she
"What a long way the world has from
said. "I don't think the state's
difficult to predict.
come," Gorbachev declared.
Hairston s position supports been overly optimistic."
Hairston also did not give a
Meanwhile, Secretary of State statements by University PresiJames Baker reportedly was dent Paul Olscamp, who said last time frame for the cuts, but said
hopes they will be impleconsidering a trip later this week Wednesday he expects a mid- she
to Yemen and possibly another year state funding reduction to be mented soon.
nation. Yemen is the only Arab announced by early December.
nation on the U.N. Security Coun"After the year begins, it's
"I'm not making any bones tough to absorb cuts," she said.
cil and has in the past shown
sympathy for Iraq. It will assume about it," he said at Wednesday's "The longer the decision is dethe council's rotating presidency open forum. "I expect a reduction layed, the more difficult it will
in the University's budget."
in December.
be."
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff wnler

A decision on the disposition of the 1989 new artist award will be made by an
academy subcommittee
Dec. 5 in New York.
Strange brew:
What do you do with a
drunken sailor? For a
5-year-old boy who woke up
and found a stranger in the
next bed, the answer was
obvious: Call mom and dad.
The parents called police,
who came to the apartment
and woke the uninvited
guest. The intruder, a
22-year-old Navy man, told
police he had no idea how
he'd gotten there, according
to a report in Monday's San
Jose Mercury News.
Apologetically, the sailor
confessed to having had too
much to drink Saturday
night. He climbed in an open
window and went to bed,
thinking he was sneaking
into his Mof f ett Field barracks about half a mile
away.

State
Student arrreited:
An Ohio University student who organized a peace
march and was among four
people arrested for disorderly conduct said Monday the actions of the police
were unprovoked.
Chad Kister, president of
the Athens Peace Coalition,
said the marchers were
peaceful and became unruly
only when police arrested
two of them during the
demonstration Saturday in
the city's downtown. They
were protesting U.S. involvement in the Middle
East.

Weather
Partly tunny:

Tuesday, partly sunny.
Highs from the lower 50s to
near 60.
Tuesday
night,
partly
cloudy.
Lows
from the
upper 30s
to near 50.
Wednesday, partly sunny,
breezy and milder. Highs in
the 60s or near 70.
compiled from local and
wire reports

■O Newt/John Grleshop

Parade Opens Holiday Season
Woodmore High School's marching band (right) entertains the crowd lining both
sides ot Main Street Saturday morning tor Bowling Green's Holiday Parade. The par-

East Merry:
by John Kohlslrand
city editor
Municipal Administrator Colleen Smith formally apologized
Monday to four University students for September searches of
their apartments which Municipal Court Judge James Bachman
declared illegal last week.
Smith visited Samantha Rada,
Marni Kamber, Jon Hennemyre
and Todd Fox at their East Merry
or Frazee apartments and awarded them checks for the cost
of their consif cated beer kegs.
"The students were very receptive," and accepted the city's
apology, Smith said.
Bacnman's formal ruling,
released last Friday, indicated
that police searches and seizures
at September's East Merry
Mania and Frazee Frenzy beer
blasts were in violation of the
Fourth Amendment as long as
tenants attempted to keep unwanted guests out of their apartments.
Two of the four suppression of
evidence requests for kegs confiscated on September 74 were
honored by Bachman. He based
his rulings on whether an "open
party" was in progress at the
apartments in question.
Bachman also made recommendations to police and Green-

ade officially opens the holiday season. It was viewed by about 5,000 people, many
of whom were children, such as those shown here (left), reaching tor candy thrown
by one of the parade's many clowns.

Judge concludes episode
with control suggestions

Tips to avoid an East Merry arrest
• Limit visitors to invited guests and their friends.
• Keep doors closed and locked, except when
guests are entering or leaving.
• Watch the door to the apartment to determine
the identity and purpose of people entering the
apartment.
Bachman To Greenbriar
Bachman to police planlandlord Robert Maurer: ning future enforcement
of East Merry parties:
• Tighten lease terms,
by limiting number of
• Record the East
kegs or number of guests Merry Mania and Frazee
inside an apartment (due Frenzy parties on
videotape, to alleviate
to fire codes, etc.)
• Strictly enforce lease
problems of conflicting
testimony between ponce
agreement terms (i.e.,
and arrested tenants.
issue evictions after
• Police should obtain
event).
search warrants to
juest that police
confiscate beer kegs
issue trespassing
from underage tenants of
citations against people
these apartmentsmilling around the
before the party starts.
apartment complex.
briar owner Robert Maurer to
help them prevent future East
Merry parties.
Despite her apology, Smith said
that city police actions had been
in accordance with what was accepted as standard procedure until the Friday ruling.
Some 104 students were ar-

rested during the weekend of
Sept. 7-8, most for violating law
restricting underage consumption, disorderly conduct and serving underage persons at the regularly scheduled East Merry
Mania and Frazee Frenzy parties.
More than 90 percent of the stu-

V

dents arrested during the MerryFrazee weekend have been found
guilty, although 46 initially
pleaded innocent to charges, according to a nvmo by City Attorney Mike Marsh.
Of this group, 21 pleaded guilty
or no contest to the orginal charges after a pretrial conference
and three individuals were found
guilty of the original charges
after court trials.
Some 17 pleaded guilty to
amended charges, including four
defendants whose minor misdemeanor disorderly conduct
charges were amended up to first
degree misdemeanor alcohol
offenses, for $1,100 in fines.
Some University students and
leaders have charged that other
defendants were coerced, or
threatened with additional charges, if they did not plead guilty.
According to Bacnman's ruling, indicators that tenants at
East Merry "retained a reasonable expectation of privacy" include:
■A limited number of persons
invited as house guests.
■Entry to the apartment restricted by a closed and locked
door.
■Watching the doorway, and
allowing entry only to invitees
and perhaps a few of their
Menda
DSeeM<.nl«,page3.

ft

Iraqis
increase
troops
Iraq said Monday it will
pour 250,000 more troops
into Kuwait, more than
doubling its military
strength in the occupied
emirate and giving Iraq a
superiority that "others
cannot match."
The Iraqi News Agency
announced the troop buildup
11 days after President
Bush said the United States
would send an additional
200,000 soldiers to the gulf,
bringing the American
force to about 430,000.
Pentagon spokesman Lt.
Col. Rick Oborn said in
Washington that the department would have no
comment on the Iraqi troop
buildup.
The United States continued its buildup by loading
hundreds of jeeps, trucks
and armored vehicles
aboard the first of 20 to 30
ships that are to sail from
Rotterdam, Netherlands, a
Dutch Army spokesman
said.
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Editorial
East Merry a
qualified win
Sometimes you win. Sometimes you lose. Sometimes it rains."
The half-witted Nuke LaLouche was talking about
baseball in "Bull Durham," but the motto holds true in
Bowling Green too when it comes to the "beloved"
East Merry Mania.
After almost three months of legal battles, all verdicts are in on the cases against 104 students arrested
for underage drinking, disorderly conduct and serving
underage drinkers.
The count is clear; 90 percent of the students
pleaded guilty to original or lesser charges. Two cases
involving four students were dismissed after the judge
ruled police did not have the right to search their
apartments, and the rest were found guilty. The implications of these findings are a little cloudier.
Judge James Bachman upheld students' rights to

privacy, ruling for students in cases where it was clear
apartment doors were closed, window blinds were
pulled and guests were invited friends rather than
strangers wandering in off the street.
Bachman decided police did not have the right to indiscriminately search student residences and confiscate beer, but he did say police could conduct such
searches if students' doors were not locked and uninvited guests were wandering into the party.
Bachman suggested police prepare for future East
Merry parties by videotaping the mania, arranging
for "fill-in-the-blank" search warrants ahead of tune
to allow lawful searches in a moment's notice and confiscating kegs before the parties started.
The judge recommended landlord Bob Maurer authorize police to issue trespassing citations to East
Merry revelers filling his parking Tots, limit the number of kegs allowed in his complexes and evict tenants
who violate lease agreements.
If Maurer and the Bowling Green police follow
through on Bachman's suggestion — as they undoubtedly will — the East Merry Mania students have
known for the last seven years could be over.
The open-door, find-the-keg-in-the-bathtub, hey-doyou-know-anybody- here-anyway? free-for-alls will
become impossible with police patrolling the lots for

trespassers and unlocked doors.
Certainly, East Merry Mania will not die a quick or
painless death. A few mavericks probably will tempt
tate and the wrath of Chief Galen Ash for the sake of
tradition and a needed end-of-semester tension
releaser, but the battle is over. East Merry lost.
All is not lost, however. The battle for the party itself
was the less important of two fights students were
waging. When it comes to students' civil rights, the
University community scored a clear victory.
Although Bachman only ruled in favor of four students, the message to Bowling Green police was clear
— Don't put a half-assed effort into law enforcement
and respect students' rights as much as any other citizen.
Municipal Administrator Colleen Smith issued the
formal apology the city promised if the police were
proven to be in the wrong. This is a start to improving
city-University relations, although the apology should
have come from Chief Ash himself.
When it comes to the East Merry battle for student
rights, it's safe to say, as a campus community, we
won a little and we lost a little, but maybe that's fair.
The death of Bowling Green's great semi-annual
bash is a tough loss to swallow, but the victory for student rights is far more important in the long run.

American icons
lack practicality
Turkey day is 48 hours away.
Old Tom Turkey is on death row,
awaiting the chopping block. The
cranberries have been stomped
and bled into sauce. Grandpa is
out in the barn, sharpening his
axe. Grandma is in the kitchen,
sharpening the carving knives.
The execution feast is being
prepared. Old Tom Turkey knows
something is up, but his peanutsized brain cannot articulate his
fear. He sits with a piece of skin
flapping across his beak, wondering why he has to stay in a cage.
If he understood why Thanksgiving takes place, he might
gobble more. The cornucopia of
our bounty will spill on dinner tables across the nation. And he has
been picked as the fruit of sacrifice.

■Wr-

Oil barter answer to Gulf crisis
The bottom line reason for the
U.S. involvement in the Middle
East is oil.
We have been told this fact by
countless political critics and
some polticicans, too . Certainly
it is a bonus if we can liberate
Kuwait and protect some other
nations for the time being — especially since we gave Saddam
Hussein countless arms.
President George Bush has
been talking big about liberating
nations, helping the underdoes
Americans so love to identify
with. He wants to stop naked aggression and preserve and perpetuate human rights. Where has
Bush's altruism been while he
supports the murderous regime
of El Salvaor or the killers in
Guatemala or the rights-snatching Israeli government?
Who knows. But one thing we do
know is the United States is interested in oil.
While the U.S. has continued
facing a potential war, the nation
has been preoccupied with budget
woes, bank failures, elections,
etc. Across the globe, the other
"superpower" has been staving
off revolution for more than a
year. Remember how quickly
Eastern Europe fell?
In the U.S.S.R., republics are
demanding sovereignty or simply
declaring it. Shelves are bare and
their leaders are jeered in the
once reverant confines of Red
Square. Should the Soviet Bear

5:15

erupt into civil war, world econ- greatest producer of petroleum.
omies will be thrown into chaos.
The United States is the
If the U.S. continues on its track, greatest oil consumer of all and is
it will be at war with Iraq and the willing to sacrifice thousands of
world economy will be thrown lives for the fossil fueL,
into chaos.
The deal of the century is
within reach. Forget Yalta, Potsdam, Paris, Camp David, Rekjavik, Helsinki and other recent
treaties and summits. Bush and
Gorbachev eagerly escaped the
woes they left behind and joined
in Paris to make great arms reductions.

Toys in

My

Attic
by
James A.
Tinker
Wars keep quiet the promise of
stability, thus keeping stock
markets in a state of chaos.
Looming conflicts would be especially dangerous because oil is at
stake and oil is what greases the
world market.
Consider this:
Tensions in the Soviet Union
are exacerbated by a crippling
food shortage.
The United States is the
S land's greatest producer of
ood. We could, if we tried, feed
the world.
The Soviet Union has massive
oil deposits and is the world's

Why not support the cutting of
military costs by developing
trade? Let us begin investing in
one another and exploting the
other's assets.
Let the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
begin swapping food for oil.
Simple.
Amercian investors are edgy at
the moment, considering our
recession and the chaos ruling the
Soviet republics. We have offered
our comrades food as humanitarian aid, but let's capitalize on
this as soon as possible — for the
benefit of both.
Each nation receives a needed
commodity, increases global stability and fosters a logical sequel
to the Cold War. At the present,
each nation is a guarded husk.
They have spent so much on defense against one another that the
"losers of the last world war
have been able to become economic giants.
Superpower status is at risk.

The big kids on the block may
align themselves to stave off the
hungry competition.
Perhaps, the Soviets could continue their relatively peaceful,
organized revolution. But, what
about the American troops in the
desert? Would the Grain/Gas
connection solve that situation?
No, but it deflates both reasons
for the conflict and Saddam's importance. With economies and political turmoil soothed, the economically aligned superpowers
could press the Iraqis for settlement. Please realize the Soviets
have played relatively no part in
the Kuwait conflict. It has been
NATO and the Arabs and the Israelis.
The Reds have been concerned,
agreeable observers (like the
U.S. before Pearl Harbor).
However, recent concessions by
Gorbachev to the republics and a
steady supply of food should allow a stable transition in the volatile union. This in turn permits
the Soviets to activate real pressure on Iraq's northern border.
Hopefully, our leaders will turn
a problem into an opportunity
and let the bottom line be the base
for "a new world order."
Stability through progress —
the greatest peacekeeper of all.
Tinker is a junior journalism
major and managing editor orThe
News.

By J.A. Holmgren

WordVp
by
Chuck
Travis

At one time however, Old Tom
Turkey was considered as a candidate for our National bird.
No kidding.
Benjamin Franklin espoused
the virtues of the turkey-bird. It
provided more meat than a
chicken, its feathers could be
made into writing quills and
Franklin felt that the turkey was
a majestic example of America's
natural abundance.
Of course, not everybody
agreed with Franklin.
And that is why the eagle is the
bird which graces our nation's
crest. And perhaps why the turkey has been relegated to our
gastronomy.

This points to the example that
what is practical in America is
not always executed.
Eagles are not palatable dinner
platters. Turkeys on the other
hand are succulent birds, plump
and delicious.
The eagle is endangered. The
turkey is abundant.
Another example of the impractical being executed is our
national anthem. Now, I have
nothing against our national
anthem, but the two octave jump
that one encounters when singing
"The Star Spangled Banner, is
enough to fling one's vocal chords
straight out ofone's throat.
Whoever chose it must have
been an operatic tenor. And if you
disagree with me, Roseanne
Barr's rendition of the anthem is
my response. Ban- didn't mess
the song up. She sang it the way
most of us have to.
Now, I'm going to nominate a
few tunes to replace "The Star
Spangled Banner" as our
national anthem.
1) "Louie Louie". This song is a
staple at beer-drowned frat parties. A greek filled to the gills
with booze can sing the chorus,
even though seconds away from
being comatose.
IV'If I Had A Hammer". A
nursery school staple. Even kids
having different verbal-motor
skills nave the ability to sing this
in unison.
3) "America, The Beautiful".
This song takes the militaristic
edge out of our anthem. It speaks
about the natural wonder that our
country posseses and is relatively
easy to sing.
To those of you who object to
this, try to sing the entire anthem
just once. And then imagine that
you have to do it in front of a
Super Bowl-sized crowd.
Then you'll understand what I
mean by impracticality.
Chuck Travis is a columnist for
The News.
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Regents approve uniform
credit transfer guidelines
■Providing for the creation of
an articulation and transfer advisory council to assist the regents in future policy issues;
■Encouraging state schools to
go beyond the policy and continue
to develop transfer agreements.

by Jeremy S. Weber
Staff writer

TOLEDO — The Ohio Board of
Regents approved a new policy
Friday establishing state-wide
guidelines enabling students to
transfer credits more easily.
Features of the Ohio Articulation and Transfer policy include:
■Requesting each college and
university to develop and designate a "transfer module" — 36-40
semester hours which would be
applied toward general education
requirements at every other state
school;
■Giving priority toward associate degree recipients with respect to transfer admission, acceptance of courses for credit and
application of credit toward degree requirements;

The plan springs from an Ohio
General Assembly demand to develop a transfer policy.
Linda Ogden, communications
administrator for the board, said
students have expressed a need
for such a policy.
"Even though there are no precise numbers, we've heard our
share of concerns," she said.
"It's certainly a concern of the
general assembly."
The transfer module is one of
the most important steps the new
Klicy takes toward helping tras' students, Ogden saidT
"Basically, it sets up a package
of courses," she said. "That

package does not exist at any institution — that's the work that
lies ahead."
In another action, the board
approved two new master's defree programs. The University of
oledo received endorsement for
an exercise science master's
Crogram, while The Ohio State
hiversity received approval for
a master's program in women's
studies.
Also, the board approved more
than $10 million in funds approEiriated by the general assembly
or several health fields.
Ohio's seven medical schools
will receive $7.8 million for instruction in family and primary
care. Geriatric medicine programs will take in $1.3 million
and $1.9 million will go to area
health education centers.

BG parades its * Sounds'
by Diane White

writer

More than Christmas bells rang
this Saturday when the city of
Bowling Green had its annual
Christmas parade.
Joan Gordon, who is the parade
coordinator this year, said the
parade's theme was "The Sounds
of Christmas".
"The parade is titled 'Sounds of
Christmas' because it is centered
around music coming from an array of eight high school marching
bands with the Bowling Green
High School Band as the host,"

she said.
According to Gordon, the parade, which began at 10 a.m. on
North Main Street, had approximately 1,200 participants. Seventy-five businesses also were
represented.
Among the participants were
the Wood One Wheelers, a local
award-winning unicyclist group
who also are scheduled to appear
in the Orange Bowl Parade.
According to Gordon, the parade fund, which relies on contributions from businesses, organizations and individuals, raised
$9,700 this year.
She said she hopes the parade

theme created a special holiday
spirit for children as they
watched the parade.
"We've tried to involve children in the parade and to make
the units pleasing to them — I
think that children of all ages
were delighted by "The Sounds of
Christmas,'" she said.
Christy Spontelli, a member of
the Wood County Humane Society's board of directors, said the
parade helped publicize her organization, which is completely
run on donations.
"The parade will help keep us
afloat."
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See Your
Student Government
in Action

■■■ CouncilwoIn other business,
man-at-large Pearl Oppliger provided council with an update in
the Community Improvement
Committee's investigation into
the incidents at East Merry
Mania/Frazee Frenzy and other
related issues.

Mania
Continued from page 1.
With these conditions in mind,
Bachman ruled for the suppression of evidence against University students Fox and Henneniyre.
In addition to fulfilling the
above indicators, the pair refused
undercover Bowling Green police
detective Brad Conner's request
to enter their apartment and
asked him to leave after he followed two invited guests inside,
the report said.
Bachman also ruled in favor of
Kamber and Rada, but against
Scott Campbell, Matthew Michael, David Rice and Gregory
Westrik, and Laura Pimental.
In the cases where evidence
was allowed to stand, either the
apartment's front door stood
open for anyone to enter or no
student was watching the door to
be sure that uninvited guests

were not entering.
Bakies said he was happy with
the rulings.
"I thought it was an accurate
portrayal of the search and seizure laws," Bakies said.
Police Chief Galen Ash said he
trusted the wisdom of Bachman's
ruling and added he is working
with other city officials to work
out a fair procedure of enforcment of future East Merry parties.
Bowling Green police are
already acting on Bachman's
suggestion that this spring's East
Merry Mania be recorded on
videotape to reduce uncertainity
over conflicting testimony between police and students. Ash
said.
Hennemyre said he is investigating the possibilities of filing a lawsuit against police.

ROLLIN' AT
CHARLIE'S DODGE
"Home of the Cheaper Dealt'

SHADOWS - SPIRITS
DAKOTA TRUCKS & «4'S

CATHOLIC CHARITIES is funded by
the Diocese ol Toledo, United Way,
grants, service fees and donations. Often
insurance will pay lor counseling. No our
will be denied services because ol inability
to pay.

CARAVANS (Long & Short)
CARGO VANS - TRUCKS
DODGE DYNASTY'S DAYTONA'S & STEALTH'S

Services, the Wednesday

United Way

following each bi-weekly

"ANYWAY YOU LOOK AT IT,
CHARLIE'S GOT THE PRICE
AND THE MERCHANDISE!

Peop'e Me(p^3 P«opie

meeting at 4:30 p.m. and

©

Thursday at 1:00 p.m.

ACCREDITED

PLEASE READ

BGSU STUDENT TICKET PICKUP FOR THE BOWLING GREEN/MICHIGAN STATE
BASKETBALL GAME WILL BEGIN WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 28 AND CONTINUE
THROUGH THURSDAY NOVEMBER 29 AT THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE.
ONE-HALF OF THE STUDENT ALLOTMENT WILL BE DISTRIBUTED EACH DAY.
FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE SEASON. STUDENT TICKET EXCHANGE WILL BEGIN THE
MONDAY PRIOR TO EACH GAME, AND WILL CONTINUE UNTIL THE ALLOTMENT IS
DEPLETED. STUDENTS MUST PRESENT THEIR STUDENT I.D. FOR PICKUP AND ALSO AT
THE GATE, WITH THE TICKET, FOR ADMISSION.

1990-91 FALCON BASKETBALL TICKET PICKUP POLICY
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '91 WITH

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00-4:30

Monday-Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
9 month -12 month leases
Features
FOX RUN - MERCER RD.
1 & 2 bedroom -11/2 baths
HAVEN HOUSE - E. WOOSTER
Furnished
- wall to wall carpet
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST.
Extra large closets - linen closet
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
Gas heat and cooking
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN Laundry areas in each builbing

6th & 7th
MINI MALL - S. MAIN

Land directly west of campus is
now designated specifically for
Greek housing, after an ordinance passed unanimously Monday night by Bowling Green City
Council.
Most of the area west of Thurstin Avenue to the railroad tracks,
from Court Street north to Poe
Road is designated R-5, University related residential.
During a pre-council public
hearing several student leaders,
including Interfraternity Council
President Terry Michelitch and
University Student Government
President Kevin Coughlin, registered their displeasure with the
lack of space in the proposed R-5
zone.

Michelitch charged that the R-5
area is almost completely builtup, leaving little room for future
off-campus Greek growth.
Ward 1 Councilman Jim Davidson, Ward 4 Councilman William Herald and Councilman-atlarge Thomas Anderson acknowledged a lack of space in the
area at the present time, but
agreed that additional R-5 zoning
could be added in the future.
Michelitch suggested that
areas on Poe Road may be ideal
for Greek housing.

RED HOT &

24, Television Learning

Phone 352-9378

Ann Arbor, Mich. — Few
things are more pathetic
than a young man who has
lost his dog.
Except, perhaps, a young
woman who fears that Dog,
a four-foot python, is living
in the walls of her University of Michigan dormitory.
Dog escaped from his two
freshman owners Nov. 2 as
they let the reptile slither
around a residence hall
floor for exercise. When
word got out that Dog was
missing, Chris Batten and
some of her friends, living
three floors above Dog's
Eoint of escape, got a wee
it nervous.
"There were six of us
smashed in a single room,"
Batten, of East Lansing,
Mich., said Saturday as the
search for Dog continued.
"No one wanted to be alone
in their room.
"I check the floor every
morning when I wake up,
before I get out of bed."
Gary Schultz and his
neighbor, Aaron Hammer,
bought the snake Nov. 1 on a
whim.
"We had wanted a pet for
a while," Schultz said. "We
couldn't get a dog, so we
ended up with a python."

by John Kohlstrand
city council

ARE YOU PREGNANT?

are televised on cable channel

STUDENTS

by Scott Martelle and Helen
Richards

Housing area for
greeks designated

You are not alone! Catholic Charities
has tramea professional counselors who will help
you cope with your pregnancy ana plan for the
future.
For more information, Please call
(419) 244-6711 or TOLL FREE 1-800-777-2937

General Assembly Meetings

ATTENTION

Python
prowling
pipes at
UofM

Patio area - grills available
Sound-conditioned interior

All residents will have membership privileges to Cherrywood Health Spa

6

Camoiic
Chanties
USA

893-0241

'** you *•"*

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
113 Railroad St.
(next to Kinko's)

_

352-9302

_^

^^ HRS. 8-5 M-F, 9-3 Sat C5
Stop by and pick up a listing for
Fall 1991

Applications are being accepted
for

BG NEWS EDITOR, Spring Semester
and
MISCELLANY MAGAZINE EDITOR*
Apply at 214 West Hall
Deadline is 5 p.m., Friday, November 30
* Miscellany term preferably is for Spring 1991
and Fall 1991, although candidates available
for Spring '91 only will be considered.
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Dancers do-si-do Activities win student new award
'round rural Ohio
by Kim Fenlcle
writer

by Christy Vargo

writer

The small communities surrounding Bowling Green are rich
in a cultural norm unique to rural
America — square dancing. This
pastime that has become increasingly popular among Ohioans, old
and young alike, a dance caller
said.
More than 4,000 square dancers
attended the Ohio State Square
Dance Convention in May at the
Seagate Center in Toledo, said
Glenn LeFever, a caller for dances in the Toledo area.
On Sunday, a dance was given
in appreciation for club members
who made the event a success,
LeFever said.
The convention centered on
Western Style dances, which
differs from the hoedown in the
complexity of the dance steps.
Western Style square dances
are choreographed and prelearned. Participants in a
Western Style square dance must
take a series of lessons before
they can join the club, said Doug
Michaelis, a caller for local hoedowns.
Though the steps are not memorized in a sequence for hoedowns, the calls are rehearsed,
Michaelis said.
"Anyone can join in hoedown
dances, which are often played at
wedding receptions," Michaelis

ATTENTION

said.
Students last participated in a
square dance club at the University in 1963, Michaelis said. That
club held dances monthly and
Krformed a dance for the halfae show at a football game in
1982, he said.
Although the club broke up, a
Tiffin club carries on the tradition.
The T-Squares, a Western Style
club of Tiffin, O., sponsors dances
every second ana fourth Saturdays year-round, Marion Kerr, a
T-Square member, said.
"Square dancing is for people
of all ages," Kerr said. "It is a
great way to meet new people and
stay in shape."
The location of T-Square dances is determined by banner retrieving. A club will take the banner from a dance — this shows
they are willing to hold the next
dance in their community, Kerr
said.
The only cost to members is
annual dues, which covers hall
rental, refreshments and caller
fees, Kerr said.
Glenn LeFever said he offers
Western Style dance lessons,
which start Oct. 1 every year.
"The lessons are divided into
three levels: basic, advanced and
challenge," LeFever said.

STUDENTS

The outstanding academic
achievements and leadership
abilities in extracurricular and
community service activities of a
junior biology/chemistry major
have paid off.
This payment came in the form
of $1,000 as Benjamin C. Feinstein was awarded the first-ever
Gerald Saddlemire Scholarship
at the University.
While at the University, Feinstein has been involved in nu-

merous extracurricular activities.
"One of the reasons I do so
many activities is so I can make a
difference in someone else's
life," he said.
As an officer in Lambda Chi
Alpha Social Fraternity and vice
president of Internal Affairs of
the Interfratemity Council, Feinstein has demonstrated his
leadership ability.
Feinstein is also a member of
the Order of Omega Greek
Leadership Honor Society, the
Beta Beta Beta biology honor society, the University Marching

BLOTTER
■Chris Johnson, Sandusky, O., calls Thursday evening.
was arrested for DUI and taken
to Wood County Jail Friday
morning.
■ Raye Brott, 300 W. Poe Rd.,
was cited for DUI Friday morning.
■A resident of the 300 block of
North Enterprise Street reported
a brick was thrown through her
garage window Friday morning.
■Sylvia Robertson, 192 S. Main
St., was cited for illegal processing of a drug document after she
allegedly altered a prescription
label at Pills and Packages, 111 S.
Main St. Friday afternoon.
■A resident of the 100 block of
East Merry Avenue reported she
received a telephone call from a
man who said he was conducting
an intimate apparel survey
Thursday evening.
■A resident of the 200 block of
Napoleon Road reported he has
been receiving harassing phone

PLEASE READ

■A resident of the 300 block of
Manville Avenue reported
someone was pounding on her
window Thursday evening.
■Police responded to a loud
music complaint in the 800 block
of Second Street Friday morning.
■Jeffrey Renz, 328 Bromfield
Hall, was cited for disorderly
conduct Friday morning.
■Police responded to a loud
music complaint in the 500 block
of West Gypsy Lane Friday evening.
■Bryan Wakefield, 161 Carl
Drive, Room 414, Columbus, was
cited for criminal mischief and
prohibited acts Saturday morning at Club SOP, 176 E. Wooster
St.
■Police responded to a loud
party complaint in the 200 block
of Manville Avenue Saturday
morning.
■Gregory Wittstock, Wheaton,
111., was cited for disorderly conduct Saturday morning.

Band and the Environomental Interest Group. He also teaches biology at the Study Skills Center.
In 1989, he was named officer of
theyear by Lambda Chi Alpha.
Through the fraternity, Feinstein has become involved in various volunteer activities. The
reason for his involvement is the
satisfaction gained from helping
others.
"I help myself by helping others," Feinstein said.
This award will be presented
annually to a junior of any major
who has demonstrated outstanding academic achievement — a

grade point average of 2.5 or better. Leadership in the areas of extracurricular and community
service are also important
criteria.
Saddlemire began his career at
Wittenberg University as assistant professor of psychology and
director of both counseling and
the office for community education.

■Police responded to a loud
party complaint in the 600 block
of Sixth Street Saturday morning.
■A Toledo resident reported a
man whom he accepted a ride
from made sexual advances
toward him Saturday morning.
■Police responded to a loud
party complaint in the 500 block
of East Merry Avenue Saturday
morning.
■ Police responded to a complaint from the Ohio License Bureau of someone trying to obtain
an ID with false information
papers Saturday morning.
■A resident of the 500 block of
East Reed Street reported his living room window was broken
Saturday afternoon.
■James Laberdee, Toledo, was
cited for underage consumption
in the 800 block of Eighth Street
Saturday night.

open container in a motor vehicle
Sunday morning.
■Thomas Asplin, 420 S. Main
St., was cited for open container
Sunday morning.

This first-ever $1,000 award is
named for former chairperson of
the College Student Personnel
Gerald Saddlemire, who retired
earlier this year.

■ Police responded to a loud
music complaint at the corner of
South Prospect and Wooster
streets Sunday morning.
■Ryan Hall, 317 Anderson Hall,
was cited for disorderly conduct
at Club SOP, 176 E. Wooster St.,
Sunday morning.
■William Rini, 1450 S. College
Drive Apt 23, was cited for disorderly conduct at Club SOP, 176
E. Wooster St., Sunday morning.

■Scott Thompson, 307 Offenhauer West, was cited for
underage consumption at Club
SOP, 176 E. Wooster St. Sunday
■Renee Metz, Toledo, was morning.
cited for furnishing alcohol to
■Luster Howes, last known adunderage drinkers Saturday
dress 535 Gypsy Lane Estates Lot
night.
221. was arrested for domestic
■Thomas Jenkins, 707 Sixth St.
■Kristen Gaughan, 522 E. violence and taken to Wood
Apt 11, was cited for DUI SaturMerry Ave. Apt 38, was cited for County Jail Sunday afternoon.
day morning.

* GAMMA PHI BETA *

Wedding
Apparel

DOODLES DATE DASH
WE HAD A GREAT TIME TOO!

■

Zrront ZJnis JDay
Zrorwarii
Louisiana Ave .
perrysburg
i lomecomtng Gowns
I orm.il Weai
IOT

Best wishes from
Staff and Management
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Mtin. Ihru Wrd.
Thurs
Frt. and Sal.
COMEDY
CLUB

Transferring to
Ohio State's
Main Campus?

874-0146

! NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE 1
OUR OFFICE POLICY
IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE
THAT COVERS CHIROPRACTIC CARE, WE WILL ACCEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS PAYMENT
IN FULL. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY YOUR
DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE ARE
WILLING TO ASSUME THEM. THIS MEANS TREATMENT WONT COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF YOUR
POCKET.

Harrison House Apartments invites you to check
into our alternative to dormitory living. Our
deluxe, fully furnished, remodeled apartments
are available on single liability leases which
coincide with the academic year. And, we're
also so close to campus we're almost a part of it.

AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

1072 N. MAIN
2 Blk. N. of Poe

354-6166

We Offer Advantages Few Others Can:

A P A R T M E N T S

Dr. A. Neumonn, D.C. • Dr. K. Marlond, D.C. • Dr. S. Mesick, D.C.

• A great location
• In-house laundry facilities
• Air conditioning
• Paid utilities
• Personal fitness center
• Computer center
• Quiet study facilities
• Large screen TV lounge
• Fully furnished
• Maid service
There's Much, Much More!

^Sss*

Single Large Pizza
CHEESE & ONE ITEM

614-294-5551

(Pan or Hand Tossed)

r I ■■ MMM ■■ MMH ■■■■■■■■■ ■■■

HADKBQN
j
T-g~
APARTMENI

I

Mjw.>«Avt.co«.uuiiOH 4JW1

YES!
YES!

Send all the exciting details to:

N»m«.

■
■
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L

nana i_
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I am interested in learning more
about what Harrison House
Apartments has to oiler me!

I

CHy
Snu —

■ Ba-

J

marco's Pizza
GOOD MONDAY THRU THURSDAY

Come See The Advantage!
222 West Lane Avenue. Columbus. Ohio 43201

10:00 13:00 • H:oo
lo:Clo • 3:00

$5.95

>
•

Additional Items $1.00
No Coupon Necessary

•

Bowling Green Store Only
1045 N Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

353-0044

$
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'Pinner'Jane Vlllorreal left. Inspects turkeys lor any plnteathers
leftover alter a machine (called a
picker) has mechanically
plucked leathers Irom the birds.
Below right, a worker pulls a
turkey Irom one ot several 350
gallon storage tanks tilled with
Iced cold water. Turkeys are kept
here until they can be pocked
and stored in coolers

It's turkey on this menu
by Paul Vemon
co-photo editor
If you are looking for an alternative to the store-bought frozen
turkey, you might consider a
farm-raised bird dressed days
before Thanksgiving. Since 1940,
Britten's Turkey Farm has been
selling fresh, holiday turkeys.
According to Dick Britten, the
Perrysburg Township farm used
to sell to small meat markets, but
the orders became too complicated to fill. "They would
request, for example, 100
20-pound turkeys and maybe we
wouldn't have that many," Britten said. "It just became too
difficult."

about 8.000 turkeys go out the
door to their customers.
"We don't do much advertising
except for maybe a classified ad
in the paper," Britten said. "Our
reputation is mostly word of
mouth," he said. The Brittens sell
most of their turkeys during the
two days before Thanksgiving
and business remains lively
through Christmas.
Employees work throughout
the season, usually for about
eight hours a day for a week.
Some of them have been coming
back for years and others are just
high school and college students
looking for extra cash.

"Even though they are only
seasonal," he said, "everyone
does a really good job. We put out
Even without the commercial a real quality product and I think
markets, the Brittens still see that people see that," he said.

Photos by

Paul Vernon,
Greg Horvath
Picker operator Jerry Saltier shovels leathers Into a manure
spreader to be discarded over farm fields.

Darren Franklin weighs the turkeys live before they are dressed.

Thousands of turkeys sll In Ice chilled coolers prior to package and pick-up for dinner platters throughout Northwest Ohio.

Turkeys await their fate In one of the Britten's many coops.
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Sports Tuesday
Ferris State skates by Falcons

Coach to be named
before Christmas

by Steve East on
sports writer

coaching experience — someone
who is an intense leader and motivator," Gregory said. "It would
be nice to have someone come
from a good program but at this
point we are definitely not eliminating anyone."
He also said the current group
of Falcon assistants will each be
given the opportunity to interview with the new head coach for
a position with the team.

by Matt Schroder
•ports editor

The football team will have a
new head coach within three
weeks, according to Athletic Director Jack Gregory.
A national search for the post
began immediately after last
Monday's announcement of
former head coach Moe Ankney's
dismissal.
An advisory committee has
Gregory declined to release
been formed which will evaluate any names of coaches he is conthe candidates and make a rec- sidering.
ommendation to Gregory who
will make the final decision.
However, The BG News has
Names of those on the committee contacted several coaches Grecannot be revealed.
gory may be considering and will
"We are looking for college print the comments next week.

This Friday & Saturday
November 23 & 24

day was highlighted by 29 saves
in the final two periods, including
17 in the third.
"We couldn't get a break to get
the game to 4-3, BG head coach
Jerry York said. "We just
couldn't dent the goal."
FSU damaged the Falcons'
hope for victory by scoring a late
goal in the second period to take a
5-2 lead.
Bulldog right wing Justin Lafayette scored on BG goaltender
John Burke from just outside of
the crease with seven seconds left
in the period.
"Whenever a team scores late
they get an 'up' feeling, and the
other team gets a down' feeling," Mancini said. "It was the
turning point in the game."
FSU extended the lead sevenand-a-half minutes into the third
with a power play goal by center
Aaron Asp.
"Along with the goal late in the
second period, the failure to kill
the penalty in the third created a
big change in momentum," York

said. "We pressured them and
caused a turnover on the power
play, but we just couldn't ice the
puck."
BG faced similar circumstances Friday night by falling behind
4-2 four-and-a-half minutes into
the third period.
However, the Falcons rallied
for three-straight unanswered
S;oals to gain a 5-4 lead with 6:24
eft in the game.
Todd Reirden and Pierrick
Maia tallied their first goals of
the year to even the contest at
four and Maia notched his second
goal to give BG the lead.
FSU's Mike May then scored
with 1:28 remaining in the game
to force overtime.
"We weren't ready to play and
it cost us. There's no excuse for it
even if it's on the road," BG assistant co-captain Peter Holmes
said.

BG swarms Israel in exhibition

The
Groovemasters
Upstairs at

by Chris Miller
sports writer

It took three "warm-up" halves, but the BG basketball coach
Jim Larranaga finally saw what
he had been looking for since
practice opened over a month
ago.
Defense. And not just decent
defense. No, Larranaga saw good
ol' roll-up-your-sleevesand-suffocate-the-opponent defense.
The result was another Falcon
exhibition win, this time a 107-78

EASYSTREET

104 S. Main St., B.G.

BIG RAPIDS, Mich. - The
hockey team let a golden opportunity slip away in against Ferris
State this weekend.
With Central Collegiate Hockey
Association co-leaders Lake Superior and Michigan splitting
their series in Sault Ste. Marie,
the third-place Falcons had an
opportune chance to gain ground
on each team.
However, BG captured only one
of a possible four points. The Falcons escaped with a 5-5 tie Friday
night before succumbing to FSU
4-2 Saturday night before crowds
of 1,099 and 1,065 at Ewigleben
Ice Arena.
With the tie and the loss, BG
still retains its hold on third place
in the CCHA with a 6-4-2 record
(14 points), while the Bulldogs
13-3-4, 10 pts.) moved into a
fourth-place tie with Western
Michigan. The Falcons will en-

counter the Broncos in a homeand-home series this upcoming
weekend.
"We blew a chance to move up
in the standings," assistant cocaptain Matt Kuchty said. "We
can't lose opportunities like this.
"We're a team which I consider
to be in the upper echelon of the
league, and we have to come into
places like Ferris and Miami and
win."
Ferris State received a spark in
each game from its goaltending
tandem of senior Mark Felicio
and freshman Pat Mazzoli.
Felicio snared 35 saves in the
draw Friday and Mazzoli stopped
33 shots in the Bulldog victory
Saturday. Entering the series Felicio had a goals against average
of 3.07 and Mazzoli was just behind at 3.24.
"Our goaltending has been
good all year," FSU first-year
coach Bob Mancini said. "To beat
a good team you have to have
good goaltending."
Mazzoli's performance Satur-

353-0988

Thanksgiving Recess
• All Food Operations
Dining Halls and snack
bars will close at 6p.m. on
Tues. Nov. 20.
• Towers Inn and Berries
will be closed on Tuesday
and reopen at 4:30p.m. on
Mon. Nov. 26.

"Our defensive intensity to start
the second half was where we
want it to be."
-Jim Larranaga about BG
outscoring Hapoel 19-8 in five
minutes.
romp over Israel's Hapoel Galil
Elyon Friday in front of 1,425 at
Anderson Arena. The Falcons
topped a national squad eight
days earlier to complete a 2-0
preseason.
Even though BG walked away
with a 139-99 decision over the
Verich Reps Nov. 8, Larranaga
wasn't pleased with the defensive
effort.
The first half against Hapoel
also didn't sit well with the Falcon mentor, as BG held a 51-42
lead behind senior guard Clinton
Venable's 10 points.

Then came the second half and
a different story.
"Our defensive intensity to
start the second half was where
we want it to be," Larranaga said
after watching the Falcons outscore Hapoel 19-8 over the first
five minutes of the half.
"To start the game, we didn't
have the intensity on defense that
we want to have for the style of
game we play."
Senior center Ed Colbert, sixfor-six in the game, started the
run with a lay up nine seconds
into the half. Just 16 seconds

later, senior forward Joe Moore
stepped in front of a Hapoel pass
ana raced downcourt for a thunder dunk to knock the lead to
55-42.
Ball game.
"WeVe been working at getting
better at taking people out of
their offense," Larranaga said.
"International teams tend to play
a little faster, so that wasn't really a good judge of our defense
speeding up their offense.
"We picked it up a notch the
second naif, but we still need to
work on our defense until we get
to the point where our intensity
needs to be to play in a game that
counts."
The offensive intensity, on the
other hand, seems to be in high
Sear. Five Falcons scored in
ouble figures, while all 13
players who played got into the
scoring column for the second
game in a row.
Steve Watson led BG with 16,
G See Falcons, page 7.

COME TO THE 1ST ANNUAL;

• On Sunday, Nov. 25,
Harshman and McDonald
will be open from 4-6p.m.
• The Galley will be open
Sunday Nov. 25, 6p.m. to
midnight.
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Get Into Video Cameras
This Holiday Season
FOR

AS LOW
AS

INDOOR FUN

FAI

■INTEMtfiONM EXPOSITION CENTEftB

MORE THAN 50 .ffiKffi

10 BIG DAYS

INSIDE THE COMFORT OF THE NOV. 23THRU
9 •

95

l-X CENTER

DEC. 2

•WORLD'S LARGEST INDOOR ROLLER COASTER*

*799

akjME PRICE DOES IT ALL!!!

OLYMPUS VX-806
8X, 11.6 variable-speed power zoom • Advanced 270.000-pixel CCD lor extremely sharp images
Ultra-precise digital TTL autolocus. with macro-focus in man"al mode

RICOH

^RICOH

By Sony R-66
6 1 power zoom
Macro focusing
Ultra-compact—
^5
less than 25 oz.
^*
Autofocus or manual
Hi-speed shutter

lllBySonyR-36S
8:1 power zoom
Hi-fi stereo
LCD display
Superimposer w/8
colors

J

89995

$

119995

WE HAVE VIDEO ACCESSORIES INCLUDING:
p Video Tripods

WORLD'S LAR

• Video Color Enhancement Lights

• Replacement Camcorder Batteries

1 HR. COLOR FILM PROCESSING

F.Vf-HT-ini:** * :T»Y,'.JI?t>TH ;i=<=<:
YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

1> >TE,R,DE AS MANY TIMES AS YOU LIKE

EMISSION
ONLY

M2.00 $10.00.
WITH ANY PEPSI CAN OR
DISCOUNT COUPON
AVAILABLE AT LITTLE
CAESARS

I—GRAND OPENING
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 23RD
10A.M.-MIDNIGHT
SATURDAYS& SUNDAYS
10 A.M.-MIDNIGHT
WEEKDAYS
4P.M.MIDNIGHT

EACH CHILD 5 OR UNDER FREE WITH EACH PAID ADULT
_i*»

JlJMkSSSJB*

Hi

m^

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28TH
DOUBLE DISCOUNT COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT!

=BLUE RIBBON PHOTO S
FILM DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO
157 N. Main, B.G.
Ph. 353-4244
Monday-Friday 9-8; Saturday 9-5; Sunday 12-5
(ocross

from

Uptown)

ii n ii inn i ii 11 ill ir

Bring your I.D. and this ad or a discount
coupon to receive $4.00 off regular admission.
Call 676-6000 for more information.
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Falcons ready to play
underdog in tourney
by Jamie Joss

sports writer

Swim teams down Kenyon
before falling to Kentucky
by Kevin Cummlngs
sports writer

The role of underdog was certainly not in the volleyball team's
vocabulary at the beginning of this season.
After winning the regular season Mid-American Conference title with an 8-0 record, the Falcons were expected to reclaim the
title after being picked for first by coaches in the pre-season poll.
But after a few early season losses, the Falcons struggled to
get into the MAC tournament finishing fourth in the regular
season. They are now considered tournament underdogs when
they play the first-place Redskins in the first round Battle Creek,
Mich, at 8 p.m.
This year's tourney birth marks only the fourth time that BG
has qualified for the MAC tournament in the last eight seasons.
"We're only two matches away from a NCAA tournament
birth and we believe we have everything it takes to be a tournament champions," BG coach Denise Van De Walle "It's going to
take a strong offensive effort to win this tournament and whoever can play with composure and play hard all the way through
will decide the winner.
Junior middle hitter Lisa Mika enjoys the situation of being an
underdog. "I like being the underdog and having the opportunity
to pull an upset," Mika said. "I know if we beat (Miami) Friday
night, then I know we'll make the tourney."
Setter Carey Amos is also looking forward to the Miami matchup.
"We know what we need to do to beat them," Amos said. "Our
offense has been really picking up and I think we have the guns
to challenge them."
With a tough three-game sweep of Big Ten opponent Michigan
(6-23) Friday (15-11,15-11,15-13), the Falcons (2«) got a tuneup in preparation for the MAC tourney and also avenged last
year's loss and nine of the 10 played against the Wolverines.
"We felt really good about the Michigan match and it helped
build momentum for the MAC tournament," Amos said.
The win over the Wolverines also helped to show the improvement of the MAC. which currently has three teams in the Mideast Regional rankings (BG, Miami, Eastern Michigan).
"There's a lot of parity in with both conferences and the volleyball is getting a lot better," UM coach Peggy Bradley-Doppes
said.
All three games were very close with both teams battling
back-and-forth. and defense was the deciding factor with as the
Falcons won all three games on blocks, game one Holli Costein
and Mika, game two Mika and Amos, game three Mika.
"Once the match got started, Bowling Green had tremendous
Slay out of Schiller and was really impressed with Bowling
Teen's pursuit," Bradley-Doppes said. "Their defense was
very good, but they played the first ball, the second ball and the
third ball and the rallies would go on and on."
In the match, Mika led the Falcon defensive efforts with 12
total blocks (one solo) and 11 digs. Amos had six kills on eight attempts for a .750 hitting percentage and totalled 25 assists. In addition to the recent two-game winning streak, Tammy
Schiller, Lisa Mika and Holli Costein earned individual honors
this week.
Costein earned top honors, being named the MAC player of the
week for her Cleveland State effort of nine digs on 11 attempts
for a .818 hitting percentage, three service aces and eight digs,
while she had 12 kills on 19 attempts for a .368 hitting percentage,
one service ace, 12 digs, and four block assists.
Schiller eclipsed the Falcon record for kills in a season held by
Jo Lynn Williamson (479). She currently has 494 through, while
Lisa Mika also bettered the record for digs in a season held by
Linda Popovich (377), with 393.
The Falcons have their last home match tonight against Akron
at 7 p.m.

Falcons
a Continued from page 6.

CLA-ZEL THEATRE

Thanksgiving came early for
the swimming teams Friday.
Both the men and women
feasted on Kenyon before Kentucky devoured some bird — Falcon that is — of
its own on Saturday.
Keny on 's
men came into
the meet riding
atop a streak of
13 consecutive
Division III
national chamGordon
Sionships, while
le women had
won eight-straight titles. Both
found the reality of Division I status quickly.
The BG men won nine of 13
events on their way to a 125-101
decision. Kevin Latta led the Falcon onslaught with victories in
the 1000 yard freestyle (9:50.70),
200 butterfly (1:57.22) and the 500
freestyle (4:46.13).

I.M. (1:57.37), Fortney in the 200
backstroke (1:58.96). Schaefer in
the 200 breaststroke (2:14.22) and
the 400 freestyle relay team
(Adam Burton, Geoff Morris,
Tim Syperek and Fortney) in
3:16.83.
The diving duo of Mike Hunt
and Jeff Morgan won the one and
three meter diving titles respectively.
"Mike and Jeff had a little fun
today," diving coach Chuck O'Brien said. "They dove extremely well."
Jenny Kent led the Falcon
women to a 132-103 victory with
wins in both diving events.
"Jenny was impressive," O'Brien said. "And Angie Gillett
was very consistent."

Also winning for BG were
Tammy Wilson, Jenny Carone,
Josie McCulloch and Andrea
Guidi in the 400 medley relay
(4:04.40), Keely Yenglin in both
the 200 freestyle (1:55.10) and 500
freestyle (5:08.16), Jen Burkhart
in the 50 freestyle (25.38), Deidre
"Kevin swam the three most Heer in the 100 freestyle (54.93),
Jody
Reed in the 200 backstroke
grueling races in swimming, and
won," head coach Brian Gordon (2:10.46), McCulloch in the 200
said. "He's mentally tough and breaststroke (2:22.83) and the 400
freestyle relay team consisting of
very dedicated."
Yenglin, Heer, Burkhart and
Other Falcon victories came in Gina Jacobs (3:40.22).
the 400 medley relay, with the
"Kenyon was not complacent,"
team of Steve Haugen, Rob
Schaefer, Ted Fortney and Brian Gordon said. "And at times they
Kaminski covering the distance lacked that mental edge."
In addition to their numerous
in 3:36.22, Kaminski in the 200

Understatement of the week

BG News
Salesperson of the Week
November 12-16, 1990

Checkout

¥ f^«"
For Your Next Date Party
• Comedy
• Live Band
• D.J.
You Decide
Call For Information
Frank Martin 354-7499

NEWLOVE
RENTALS
is offering an....

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
Sign up NOW for the early bird special and
enjoy reduced rent throughout the yearl
• Brochures now available

\

• over 350 rental opportunities including:
apartments, houses, duplexes
• Prime locations

-llllll

Sfenior (Elassics
PRE-EXAM BLOWOUT
WHO:

All Stnlon

WHEBE

Ouirun Cat*

WHEN:

Friday, November 30
5-9 pm

DETAILS:

Appatlxar Specials
- wlngi
SO*
- hot dog
2St
- nachoa
50t
- 3 taeoa
S1-00
Orlnk Specials
(Proper ID required)

Due to the
Thanksgiving Holiday,
Advertising Deadline for the

Tuesday, November 27th issue of
is Tues., Nov. 20, 4p.m.
214 West Hall 372-2601

• GREEKS •

Maria
Blendea

while Venable scored 15 and = Tonite is Bargain Nite =
Moore 13 to go along with his six = all seats only $2.50 z
rebounds and four steals. Colbert
added 12 and Tom Hall came off
the bench to hit all five of his
shots en route to 10.

The BG News

Wilson was among the league
"The men and women both
raced well," Gordon said. "We and team leaders in tackles finhave no reason to be disgraced. ishing with 104 stops (68 solos).
Wilson also picked off four passes
The better team won."
and was third in the MAC with a
Although a win is a win and a 22.9 yard average on 11 kickoff
loss is a loss, the meet served its returns.
purpose for BG, as they needed to
be pushed in preparation for the
Tightend Pat Jackson, linePittsburgh Invitational. The Fal- backer Keith Pace and inside
cons will use the loss to their linebacker Duane Crenshaw finbenefit as Gordon feels it has ished their careers out with secmade his team mentally tougher. ond team selections. Sophomore
safety Dave Bielinski also earned
"We got more out of the loss, honorable mention league honthan we would have gotten out of ors.
a victory against a weaker
All players except Shale earned
team," Gordon said.
league honors for the first time.

onara tulattond!

BOWLING GRP.CN* IM-IMI

Elwayne Campbell led Hapoel
Nightly at ^1
with a game-high 23 points and 12
7:15
-9:15
rebounds.
an ii 1111111111111111M111111
The Falcons open regular Z At the Glenbyne Cinemas
season action Monday at Ander- =
Toledo 382-5606
son Arena against Heidelberg. = METROPOLITAN (PG-13)
Game time is 8 p.m. and students
DARK RAIN (R)
will be admitted with a valid stu- Z Call theatre (or showtimes
dent ID.
111111111111-

firsts, both squads finished secThree Bowling Green football
ond in nine more events.
Although they swam some of players were named to the first
their best times of the year, both team All Mid-American Conferthe men and women lost to UK on ence team Monday.
Senior punter Cris Shale, junior
Saturday.
nose guard Mark Ross and safety
The men dropped a 142-89 de- Terry Wilson all had outstanding
cision and fell to 2-3 in dual meet seasons for the Falcons this year.
Shale, who was named to the
action, while the women lost their
Kodak All-American team last
first meet in six outings, 136-101.
week, led the MAC for the third
Fortney recorded the men's consecutive year, becoming one
only victory Saturday afternoon of only three punters in league
as he covered the distance in the history to earn three titles. His
46.77-yard average is second na100 backstroke in: 55.18.
"Ted swam an oustanding tion.
race," Gordon said.
Ross led BG linemen in tackles
Leading the Falcon women this season with 95 (52 solos).
against UK's Wildcats were Reed Ross has been a starter for the
and McCulloch. Reed won the 100 Falcons throughout his career.
backstroke in :59.94, while He is the first BG lineman to earn
McCulloch won the 100 breast- first team honors since Greg
stroke in 1:05.78.
Johnson in 1986.

"It's certainly a big game any time you coach against MkbJganu "
OSU John Cooper said Monday at his weekly news conference

Yuirc astute enough to discuss the
philosophical ramilioalions of
Victor lTiuikls"l-Aisiential Vacuum.
And you're siill smoking?

BG players
selected to
ALL-MAC

Rattle Olvo-ewaye
every hour II

So come out and Join the tun!! Senior
Programming Board says "Beat the PreExam Blue." ^^ OMa „ mnfnt ^ m
Senior Programming Board.

THE BEST WAY TO STRETCH YOURs
DOLLARS AT:

328 S. Main
352-5260

Are you taking
advantage
of us?
We hope ao!
We're here to service the university community!
Bring ua your graphic design and desktop
publishing projects, for quick, economic and
quality service.

Greenbriar Inc.

UJe will be leasing the following locations for the FoH of 1991

East Merry Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments

• Buff Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments

• Campbell Hill Apartments
Coll or stop in for o complete listings of Apartments & Houses
HOWE
SOL

M4 tofrSpr.

TEIM DOLLARS

to»l<».

UniGrophics
211 West Hall

372-7418

THE BG NEWS
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Classifieds
PERSONALS

CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS

•••OONTMMIOUTI- • •
OroXi praKOanll niuM
chance to get you group ptc&xed
nine 1991 KEY yeartrc* For
more Wo. cat MIIM tuaar at The
KEY 372 BOM
• • • DON'T Matt OUT ■ • •

Pul «ito a Vota
Stuoenl Power
Al American Haley
Nov 27.7.30
Lernarl Bearoom

• • • WANTED • • •
Studanta and Stan u man
LOW
J72-M1I
a Happy Sunday

ATTENTION ALL SUOENTS'
LEARN TO SKATE AT THE BOSU SKATING
CLUB SESSIONS - EVERY TUESDAY. SIS ■
10 16pm
PEACE COALITION rnwi 9pm Tueeoay O
UCT Comer o* Rioge and Thuraan "R'anoltoo
Wa.yal REACH OUT
A new aooW eervtce organization dadtoatad lo
provWeig ratal to many dMadvantagad nowou
aH to Bowing Qraan and Northweet Onto
WeOheedaye, B0OPV 200 Moaary Hal Al
Matora Watooma

SERVICES OFFERED

Cantar For Choice II
Confidential Health Cata
lor Woman by Woman
* Fraa Pragnancy Taata
' Abortlona Thru 17 Wee**
* Morning Altar Traatmant
Proud to ba Pro-ChoKe
16 N Huron. Totodo. OH • 255 7769
PREGNANT?
Wa can halp FREE pragnancy taata e aupporBve aarvtoaa Confidential BG Pragnancy
Center Cal 35< HOPE
TYPING SERVICES
Reeeonable Rataa With Accuracy
Cal 352-3987 Irom 8 a m to 9 p m
364-0371

TyPtog. SI 50par 0

•HOME -AID CONCERT'
Local Music Eitraveoanze
TOMORROW
Saturday. November 17
kl Noflhaaat Commont al 7:10 pm
»1 00 AdnUaaton (Cheap' i
ALL proceada go to tha
Homeieta Awaranaaa Project
of Northweet Ohio
bought to you by U.I WBOU-F M
and tha Homeieee Awareneai Protect
' ROCK THE HOUSE '
■• FACULTY APPRECIATION MONTH »«
Panhoeemc and Intartratemlty Councat
aupport than FACULTY
Have a graat ThankagMngl"
• • FACULTY APPRECIATION MONTH • •
Panhoeemc and intartraternrty CouncHa
•upport thair FACULTY

Hava a great ThankagMng i 11
'' FACULTY APPRECIATION MONTH ''
Panhelenic and Intartratemlty CouncHa
eupport their FACULTY
Have a greet ThankegMng!"
• • FACULTY APPRECIATION MONTH • •
Panhaaanic and Intartratemlty Councils
•upport their FACULTY.
Have a greet Thanksgiving"'
• * FACULTY APPRECIATION MONTH
Panhelenic and Intertratermty Councaa
auppon their FACULTY
Hava a great Thanksgiving! H

yVHOo Typing
SI 26 per page
352-3368. attar 5 pm

Howards Club H
210 N. Main

352-9951
Featuring:

On The
Rocks

18-20 Welcome
$2 cover after 9:30
21 and over
$1 cover after 9:30

Friday & Saturday Night
November 23 - 24
Hours: Mon - Sat, Noon till 2:30 am
Sunday. 2:00 pm - 2:30 am

• Mini Pitchers
Every Day*

* * Stephanie Qangeml * '
Happy 19th Birthday'
You re the BEST-"
Watovayai
Lova Rc*-> and »Acha*a
PS Congrats on being an Aerobics Instructor1
• " ' Faculty Appreciation Month '
Thank you to s> BOSU Faculty
from me sisters oi Alpha CM Omega
Ma appreciate al you hava done tor us
•Alpha Sigma Phi • Alpha Sigma Phi*
Congratulations on the Golf and Fcoroei Cham
pionships Continue the winrwtg traomon
Gunny
a Phi "Alpha Sigma PhiAttention: All Seniors
Don't miss the Senior Classics
'Prs-Eism Blow Out"
Friday. Nov. 30 Quarter • Cafe
Appetizer snd Drink Special!
Raffle Give-sways
Senior Classics Is sponsored by Senior PrograAWnrng Board.
Old you know? Condoms, even wtth perfect
use. have a 14% failure rale1
• Students For Choice
DM you know??? The water we drink In Bowling Green Is not healthy I The air we breathe
Is full of pollutant!1 The earth we live on Is
'•pldly becoming contaminated by reckless
disposal of trashl Come see Greenpeece on
December 4th snd find out whst you csn do
to help.save the Earth. Sponsored by UAO.
Did you know? There are 1B4 pro-We pregnancy centers m Ohio, run by volunteers, offering support to women in crisis pregnancy
Greenpeace Is coming to campus on December 4! They'll be In the Ballroom at 7:30 pm.
Mr. Christopher Child! will be discussing the
role of Greenpeece In solving environments!
problems. Come see GreenpescelM Sponsored by UAO.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
MEN'S WRESTLING - NOV 28; MEN'S 6
WOMEN'S 3-PLAYER BASKETBALL - NOV
29 ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00 pm ON EN
TRY DUE DATE
KD ' KD " KD ' KD ' K0 ' KD
LORIWERNKE
Happy 20th Birthday
Love Your Roomie

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA IM1
• Go to the Raggae Country •
Doug 363-0408 Steve 3S4-00I2

Roommate needed to live wtth B G grad m
S W Toledo area Cal Bob 665-4943 after

Stephanie.
Nine months ago you walked into my Me You
jeve me a love unake any I had ever felt before
i only hope that I can give you beck half of what
you have given me I love you Happy Birthday
Honey
Enc

SubJeeea one bedroom furnished apt Heel
paid
Free Shuffle service to campus
352-5222

T J . now I know, sometimes dreams come
true Happy Two Years'Love Poty
The brothers of Sigma Alpha Epeeon happily
congratulate Andy Connelly and Beth Rutgers
of Chi Omega on their recent engagement
Good Luck1
THCTACHI
Athlete fo the Week
Jason Zitney
Cabinet Members of the Week
Jim Morns and Den Smith
THETA CMI
Theta Chi Delta Zeta
VoaeybaK Tournament
Saturday Nov 1 7
10 - 2 at Student Rec Center
Theta Chi Delta Zeta

Wanted Female roomie tor Spring Semester
Large apt . 2 ful baths, dishwasher, lots of
storage Fun atmosphere' Can 352-4420

IS IT TRUE JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH THE
U S
GOVT ? CALL FOR FACTS!
504-849-5745 EXT S-5972

HELP WANTED

SEIZED CARS, trucks boats. 4-wheeiers.
motor homes, by FBI. IRS. DEA Available your
area now Cal 1 -805-662-7555 Ext C-2604

University Courts Apts.
are now renting

(419) 352-0164

Bowling Green

9 A 12 month lease* semester leases

WANTED
t Female Roommate * Spring Semester to sublease house Call 3547172
1 male to sublease apt for Spring '91
Close to campus
Calf 354 7331
I to 3 male roommates needed tor Spr semester Rent varying Cal 352-5915. Haven
House Manor Apts.
ATTENTION 525 East Merry Apt for subleasing of Spring 1991 tor 3 or 4 people Call
354 8363
Female rmle needed to sublease Visage Green
Apt for spring semester Only $170/ month
plus electric Cal 354-8264
Female roommate needed. 2 br. washer.
dryer, dishwasher. AC, micro $175 per mo
plus utilities CaU 354-4588

HEY YOU1
If you are a female and are looking for a place to
tve for spring semester 1991, then give me a
cal (216)682-61 79 AskforDebi
NO DEPOSIT"
One Female needed to sublease apt aprfrtg
semester. Right across from campus Please
cal Sharon 352 8467
One Roommate to share large apartment Big
place Spring Sem 2 Baths Rent Negotiable)
Cal 354-6550

Increase your marketability
by gaining valuable
sales experience In college

1 and 2 Bdrm Apts Available tor
Immediate Occupancy

The BQ News

RE MANAGEMENT
113 RAILROAD STREET
(Next to Klnko's)

has an advertising
sales position open beginning
Spring Semester 1991
Open to al majors Commission paid
Must nave own car
Job descriptions a applications
available at 214 West Hal
Deadline: Tuee, Nov 20.5pm

Are you coming back to Columbus for the holidays? We have got a great job for you Be a
Northland Mai Ambassador Flexible hours.
competitive pay, great working environment. Interested? Call Keith Konkoli at (614)
267-9276
CHRISTMAS. Spring Break, summer travel
FREE Air couriers needed and cruiseship fobs
Call 1-805 682 7555 ext F-165B
EASY WORK' EXCELLENT PAY' ASSEMBLE
PHODUCTS AT HOME CALL FOR INFORMATION 504-641 8003 EXT 5972
Have a special skiH? Work well with chedren?
Consider Summer Camp! Supervisors, counsetors. teen trip leaders, walertront staff. IWSl.
ALS. Boating), sports, mountain biking, archery, drama, campcratt. Jewish programmer,
tennis and arts a crafts specialists. Cal or write
lor application
Lynne Luetenberg
Jewish Community Center of Cleveland
Camp Wise
3505 MayfieW Rd
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118
(216) 382-4000. Ext 242

Need bartender for small lounge at the Buckeye
Budget Motor Inn Hours are 4 pm to 12 midnight Tuee. - Fh. Prior experience necessary
Stop out bin 9 3wee*dy

NOW LEASING

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
5 AND ? NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT

FORTLAUDERDALE

• 2 Bedroom
• 1 Bedroom
• Efficiencies

PANAMA CITY BEACH
7 NIGHTS

-•Iff'
M29
'96
MIT
'124

CORPUS CHRISTI1
MUSTANG ISLAND
5 AfVO 7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

Call 352-0717 for
more information

From same color negative • Std. glossy finish
Add $4.00 lor negative from slide or non-copyrighted
print
Name imprinting
10.00
Note: Cards can be signed with marker pen

1 HR. COLOR FILM PROCESSING
AVAILABLE AT BOWLING GREEN
Monday-Friday 9-8; Saturday 9-5; Sunday 12-5

YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

■BLUERIBBON PHOTO:
FILM DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO

157 N. Main, B.G. £S&
icnss fnm i/rrawt
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a

7 NIGHTS

2. 5 AND 7 NIGHTS

25 For 11.95
50 For 21.95
100 For 39.00
Over 500 — 30* Ea.

n

'108
'112'

CAU TOIL W£E TODAY

1-800-321-5911

1 or 2 people needed lo sublease fum. 1 bdrm
apt Great location - 1 block from downtown. 5
min walk to campus No utilities Available immediately Cal collect 513-465 5547 aak lor
Ann
1A: Wanted 1 male to sublease apt for Spring
Sem Fum. cool mites . good times $ 126'mo.
plusuty 6th a Elm Troy at 354-7478
2 bdr./4 person apartment available for subleasing In spring. All current occupants
graduating In Dec. Call lodayl 354-6676.
Apartment to share
Own room, good rent
Please cal 354-5070 MR
Apartment for Rent
Cal 473-2099. please leave manage
Femete Roommate needed for Spring Semester
1001. Close to campus Contact Terrl or Katie
at 353-7607
Fum. - Efftc. • Util - Fum • Except Elec - E
Evers-669-3036
Needed female to sub-lease apt Spring sem
'91 For more kilo Call 353-3825
Nice 1 bedroom apt for Spring sublease Can
move in after Dec. 20th Rent $310month. No
security deposit. 352-7738
One bedroom apt aval, lor Spring sem. Very
close to campus - Ridge St - S350/mo. Cal
Cindy 352-5906 or Valerie 354-8292.
BubsMMI remind CsBM lo campus Malo or
female to live with female smoker w cute dog
Own bedroom Cal 353-2456

CINEMA 5

10L0L0LAND

11234 NORTH MALL ST.

354-0558

WEEKLY PERFORMANCE
NOVEMBER 21-29, 1990
CHILD'S PLAY II R
12:40, 2:35, 4:30. 7:40, 9:35
PREDATOR II R
12:10. 2:30. 4:45. 7:10, 9:30
' No paaeat o« ajoaraavera

JACOBS LADDER R
12:20, 2:50. 5:10, 7:30, 9:50
RESCUERS DOWN UNDER G
12:00. 2:20. 4.40. 7:00, 9:20
No paneaor auparaavera

COMING NOVEMBER 30th: MISERY

byJonn Boissy

Fatman
H_"/AST WCEK.,.. rATMAN,|
oei«iki«.\_o>oe,
?eTU«Mi TO TK£ FtSCCAW.'

CINEMAHK THEATRES

ROCKY V PG-13
12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:20, 9:40
•Depenamg on oreM cures ma iengw ot sijy

TVIC

1 Bedroom apt wood floors, on Main St.. good
location ft reasonalbie rent! 352-3520.

from the
BG News
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

Spring Semester
Rentals Available

12 for$6 99

plus utti Cal
^^^

TOLEDO CENTER
(419) 536-3701

DAYTONA BEACH

I

1 bdrm offic apt $250 mo
3S4-88Q0 after 1 pm

I Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

GREENBRIAR INC.

EACH GREETING IS FULL COLOR
ENVELOPES INCLUDED

352 9302

1 or 2 male roommates needed for spring semester, great location, cheap rent Ask for Ed.
354-9720.

i ii ■ ■ i ■ ■■ ■ i i 11i i 11 i rT

S BLUE RIBBON PHOTO 5

1 S 2 bedroom apts
Immediate Occupancy

[STANLEY H. KAPLAN

Walking distance to Campusciowh & Mercer

Holiday Greetings!

FOR RENT

GUI Prep Course

• Heat, water, cooking, and
sewer included
• Central air
• No pets please

Crsste you' own holiday csrds with
your lavotiia color phoio and one of
these Specisl greetings As' ui for
ordering information

MM AT Portable computer. Full alia key
board CQA monitor. Amber enternal monitor.
2400 Band modem 2 drives, 640 K, 6 mo. old.
■720. Call 372-2950.

Last Chance
For Your
Best Chance.

&

• 1 Bedroom $350
• 2 Bedroom $400
• 9-Month and 12-Month
Leases

For Sate 2 Janes Addiction tickets tor Clev
Nov 27 WH trade lor Oetrort or Chcago tick-

ets Or w* sell CaH 354-6209 Tim

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer.
Yr. round, Al Countries Al fields. Free Info
Write UC. PO Bx 52-OH03. Corona Del Mar.
CA 92625.

University Village

1066 Monte Carlo SS Burgundy. Sharp.
Loaded. S75O0 or best offer Cal 372-4340

Wanted/Needed male or female roomate
Spring semester own bedroom Grad student
opportunity but party hardy undergrad okay too'
Cal 352-5803 leave message

ADVERTISING SALES

HELP! I'm graduating m Dec and need a female
lo sublease. Nice apartment. Close to campus.
Rent reasonable Elec only GREAT roommales' Cal 354 8653

SAE - Sigma Kappa
The brothers ot Sigma Alpha Eperfon would Hke
to congratulate Den Foreman on his recent lavaierlng lo Jenny Meyer of Sigma Kappa.
SAE Sigma Kappa

1063 Black Camera (1064 Z- 28 Qrd Efts ).
T-Topa. V-6, Pwr windows & brakes, blackouts.
louvers Bra $4 200(419)372-5668

352-7454 or 823-7555

Female sublessor needed for Spring '91.
$146/mo 6 Eleclnc Phone 6 Furmshed Cal
Karen 372-1246 leave message

SAE • Phi Mu
The brothers ot Sigma Alpha Epsilon would like
to congratulate Phil Hamilton on his recent lava
baring to Tracey Hamby of Phi Mu
SAE - Phi Mu

Wanted - Diesel Engine for 1061 Vofcswagon
Rabbit 666-1740

• ONE MONTH RENT FREE ■
1 Female needed to sublease apt for Spring
semester very close to campus Cal Pam
364-6484

Female roommate needed IMMEDIATELY 2
bedroom apt close to campus Only $146 a
month plus electric- NEGOTIABLE* One FREE
month renfiPtease cal Dawn at 288-2744 or
454-2711 leave message.

Usee B and Karen Sav
Today it is here-lts finally arrived'
Your 21 si birthdayao lo Cleveland we drive
First lo the corner and then to the flats
Once In the car-there's no turning back
We wM drink a beer or two- or three
We'll even make a prtstop
If someone has to pee
So raise that shot glass, be ready to go1
And it we survive on Wednesday they'B know
Happy 21 Bunny Candles Girts Absolutely1
Groove on - Mtcheae T.

FOR SALE

5pm

T-ATCAver . irjRxTuv Q*.i»«jei
MANIOA/ «
rcSQCa I THHATS TUC ifitTBuCy
AL-A'SM . -fHHOMEOKAZ'S. (H TNC PVT
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